April

Miss Laurel, Miss Andrea, & Miss Liz’s Classroom News
Welcome back! We hope everyone enjoyed Spring Break!
Some of our March Favorites: We talked about Construction and how things are built
and who does different jobs. We enjoyed our Space Adventures and learning a little
about the stars and planets. We learned that the sun is actually a star! We liked
saying the rhyme about going on a rocket ride. Making space pictures with glitter
was a highlight too. During Rainbows & St. Patrick’s we liked making pots of gold!.
We read lots of cool books this month, and loved the space items and astronauts in
the sensory table. We really enjoyed our field trip to the Gianorio’s Pizza for our tour
and learning about how pizzas are made. We enjoyed being able to participate in the
making of the pizzas and especially the eating and our teachers were happy with our
great behavior!
We continue to practice our name writing, counting, recognizing letters as well as
shapes and colors in a variety of activities. Thanks for reinforcing these skills at
home.
Books home: We are almost done with our class books and those children who are
at the end should be praised for waiting so long for their turn. Please remember to
bring the book back the next class so that everyone has a chance to bring them
home. Thanks for your help.
March Birthdays: Hope that Charlotte, Audrey, Henry, Scarlet, Ben, Misha and Cara
had a great birthday!
April Themes: Spring: Bunnies & Chicks, Bug Fun, Earth/Weather & Farm Week.
Field Trips: We will be heading to Willowbrook Wildlife for our field trips on Monday,
April 16th & Tuesday, April 17th.
Parent Helpers: Thank you to all of our parent helpers during the month of March.
We especially want to thank all of you who drove your child and other children to the
field trip; we could not have done it without you!
Other important items: As the weather begins to warm, we try to get outside. But
with warm weather there are sometimes soggy playgrounds, please make sure there
is a change of clothes in your child’s backpack just in case. The weather change also
brings its own set of germs; good hand washing is our best defense. Thank you for
helping your children with this and for keeping them home when they are sick.

